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Pathfinder will be introducing new classes next year in its book Secrets of Magic, and you can play two of them right now. Meet the Magician and the Conscript. Pathfinder keeps the hits rolling in, folks. There's a new book coming, Secrets of Magic, which will introduce two new classes in the game, both of which use magic in a different way from a typical charmer. There's a Magus
that combines fencing and mesmerizing for the ultimate fighter/master archetype, except you don't have to level up or wait for your character to come online. You just get to do what you set out to do 8 hours, day one. Then there's Summoner, who in a wide review, is all about conjuring a particular monster, called Eidolon, who will fight along with you and share your health. If you
want a monster to be your companion/want to feel like you've discovered the right kinda pet class, this is the one to try. Both of these new classes are available in the game document related below, but we're going to give you a closer look at both of them right now. So strap and let's check out these two new classes. Magus This class is all about using spells and swords. As his
playtest describes it: the physics and combat techniques are exciting, and the subtlety and power of secret magic is impressive, but the combination of the two is where things get really interesting. You're polymath, you're tight-up, both spells and strokes. Hefty spelling boasts of your secret research, and your skill on the battlefield shows how you have trained your body. By
combining these two artes, you can direct spells into your weapon or body to inflict on your enemies with your attacks. And that's pretty much exactly what you're doing. Magus in PF2 is all about secret spells with cool magic attacks. You don't have as many basic spells a day as the Wizard, but your progression in terms of power is about the same. You'll advance depending on
level 9 spells, but your progression is curious: Most classes of power come from spells placed in arms (or on body parts, for you unarmed brawlers with magic fists). You automatically amplify spells like a sorcerer, and frankly, if you're looking for a D.D. comparison, Hexblade Warlock is a pretty close target. You'll have a special focus pool you can use to cast special battle spells
that are longer term buffs like Haste or something that gives you between 1 and 3 pounds for your attacks, depending on the level. The Conscript, on the other hand, is all about making a new friend: You are a mortal conduit for a powerful being called eidolon, which you can summon into your world. Whether your eidolon is a friend, servant, or even a personal god, your connection
to them shapes the course of your life and marks you as someone else. And the class has its own meat and potatoes in Eidolo mechanics. You choose the form for Eidolon by choosing from the following options: Angel Eidolo, Beast of Eidolon, Loyalty Eidolon, or Dragon Eidolo, and you will learn the special feats that allow you to develop your Eidolon, making them somewhere
between Pokemon, Digimon, and called Spirit. Check out Playtest here For Happy Adventures! Update: October 15, 2018. If you want to help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide additional assistance. RPGBOT uses a color coding scheme that has become common among Pathfinder build guides. Also note that many colored
items also refer to Paizo SRD. Red: Bad, useless options, or options that are extremely situational. Orange: OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare cases of Green: Good options. Blue: Fantastic options are often needed to feature your character. The introduction of Summoner casts spells on as well as the bard, but has a very strict emphasis on challenge and
witchcraft. The big Draw Summoner is Eidolon, a kind of a la pet carte that you get to build with a points system. Where the Hunter uses an animal companion and trains/buffs them to your liking, Summoner gets to build his pet from scratch and it can be and do whatever you want. Although limited to level 6 spells, Eidolon's versatility allows the Draftee to fill a huge variety of roles
in the party. Like any character with a pet, Summoners have an excellent action economy. They can easily use multiple goals or solve multiple tasks at the same time. However, the emphasis of the invocation on Eidolon often leaves the draftee quite useless at the back of the field while Eidolon does all the fighting. The function of the Class Summoner Hit Points: d8 hit points is
bad, but it's higher than any other back row caster. Basic Attack Bonus: 2/3 BAB for some reason. Saves: Good will saves, but little dependence on any ability that contributes to savings. You will need to make a point to buff your saves or you will be very vulnerable. Skills: Simple weapons and light armor. Expect the use of a crossbow between spells. Skills: 2 skills and intelligence
dump a stat, which is a shame because Summoner gets access to all the knowledge skills for some reason. Spells: Conscripts of 2/3 spontaneous actors. Their list of spells includes a lot of fantastic amateurs and a few good utility options. Cantrips: Fantastic and versatile. Eidolon: The famous feature of the call. For help with your Eidolon, see my practical guide to Eidolons. Life
Link (Su): The first part of the ability allows you to use your own hit points to keep your Eidolon alive. You don't want to need this often. It only works when your Eidolon enough harm to be killed, so it won't work if your Eidolon is knocked below 0 but not sent on your home plane. The second part of the ability to detail how your Eidolon weakens as it moves away from you. Your
Eidolon is being hit points and hit point points Drop as it moves away from you, and even if it moves closer to you again your Eidolon doesn't recover any lost current point of impact. Your Eidolon can move in and out of 100 feet of range on your turn and drain your own hitting points by half each time. Summon Monster (Sp): Summoner's Summon Monster ability gives them access
to summon Monster as if they were a full caster, but you can't use it while your Eidolon is called. The duration is extended to one minute per level instead of one round per level, making it easy for the call to last through one of the more meetings, even at a relatively low level. Using this is a standard action, so you can do it during an unexpected round and your agenda act
immediately rather than spend a full round of casting like everyone else. Feelings Bond (Su): It would be great if the duration was not so pathetically short. Shield Ellie (Ex): It's great if you plan to ride your Eidolon, but you usually don't have to be in close combat with eidolon because Summoner is very squishy. Maker's Call (Ex): If you are ambushed, or if enemies pass the fron
line of your party, you can use this to bring your Eidolon to the killing problem. Transposition (Su): Like the Creator's Challenge, it's even better if your Eidolon is somewhere safe for you to be. Aspect (Su): It's a cool way to get yourself some good protection or something. Unfortunately, rapid healing is out of reach. Big Shield Ally (Su): Nice if you have other melee characters in the
party, or if you let someone else ride your Eidolon. Life Bond (Su): It will save your life if you get yourself in a bad position. Merger forms (Su): Rarely useful, and the duration is very short. The big aspect (Su): Time to get that quick healing! Twin Eidolon (Su): Because you can keep all your own exploits and class features, you are better at Eidolon than your Eidolon. Unfortunately,
you spent 19 levels building yourself to work until you were Eidolon, so you probably didn't get much help from your own exploits. The ability of the Invocation ability is very strange. Since Eidolon dominates the construction of the Invocation, very little is really important to the Invocation. Str: Landfill to 7. Dex: It is necessary for AC, saves and range attacks. Con: Good for hit points,
but not super important because you have a big scary Eidolon stand in front of you. Int: Just for the skill ranks, and Summoners only get 2, so you can reset to 7 and still only lose one rank skill. If you want to pick up knowledge skills, invest a little in intelligence but don't go crazy. You're not a Wizard. Wis: Only for saves, and Will is the only good Save Summoner. Cha: The ability
to call for a spell. That only the level 6 of spells and very spells that require saving throws, it's easy for Summoner to pass on 16 charisma. More will help you with extra bonus spells, but as a spontaneous charmer you already have a whole mess of spells per day. 25 Point Buy 20 Point Buy 15 15 Buy Elite Str Array: 7 Dex: 16 Con: 14 Int: 12 Wis: 12 Cha: 16 Str: 7 Dex: 14 Con: 14
Int: 12 Wis: 12 Cha: 16 Str: Str: 14 7 Dex: 14 Con: 12 Int: 10 Wis: 12 Cha: 16 Str: 8 Dex: 14 Con: 13 Int: 10 Wis: 12 Cha: 15 Racing Charisma bonuses are good but not strictly necessary. Because Summoner tends to be in the back row, avoiding attention, small size and bonuses to Dexterity perfectly. Dwarf: Charisma executions are easy to overcome because the Conscript
doesn't need a huge pile of charisma, but the dwarf's ability is largely wasted by Summoner. The dwarf-favored bonus class adds a little natural armor to your Eidolon, which can be a good buff but doesn't make the dwarf more appealing. Elf: The constitution penalty is annoying, but hardly a deal breaker. Elf Dexterity and Intellect bonuses can be used, and the racial bonuses of
the elves for the charmer can help the Inductee. The Elf favored bonus class allows you to shorten the eidolon in one minute call time, but doesn't specify what happens when you hit 0 rounds. Theoretically, you can call your Eidolon as a free action, which would be a fun trick in combat. Gnome: Small, and bonuses to two of the most important abilities of the Invocation. The
gnome-favored bonus class adds hit points to your Eidolon, which is especially nice if your Eidolon serves as the party's quarterback. Half-Elf: The Half-Elf is the best Summoner entirely based on their favored bonus class, which adds extra evolution points to 1/4 per level. This violates the usual rule of 6 levels, equal to one feat/talent, which means that it is especially powerful.
Half-Orc: Flexible ability bonus is the only thing Half-Orc brings to the Draft. The half-orc favored bonus class adds hit points to your Eidolon, which is especially nice if your Eidolon serves as a party defender and you can take a man-favored bonus class to add skills to the Eidolon ranks instead. Halfling: Like Gnome, but stealth and bonus to Dexterity pays more attention to crime
than survivability. Halfling's favored bonus class adds skill to Eidolon's ranks, but the skills of Eidolon's rarely strong suit. Man: Always a fantastic choice, and bonus skill rank allows you to reset intelligence to 7 and still get two rank. The man-favored bonus class allows you to add hit points or skills to the Eidolon ranks by offering some interesting options. Traits Loyalty Through
Life (Faith): This allows your Eidolon to bleed for two more rounds before he is back on his home plane. With the exception of low levels, the 2 hitting points are too small a window to be meaningful. Eternal Companion (Faith): A trait that gives you 1 euro to save will be significantly more effective. Big (Magic): 10 extra feet can make a difference once in your character's entire
career. Related Splash (Magic): I can't think about the situation situation which it would be more useful than having your Eidolon perform a check instead of you. Double Presence (Magic): Making your Eidolon great is a great idea, and making yourself small is a great idea. Usually that cuts into your intimidating bonus, but now you can be tiny and your Eidolon can be big and scary
for you. Intended Diplomat (Social): Too situational. Get the line that gives you No.1 diplomacy all the time. Fly (Dex) Skills: One rank is enough. Animal pen (Cha): Useless. The Aydols don't learn tricks. Knowledge (all) (Int): With only 2 skills and poor intelligence, the Conscript has many problems using their access to all knowledge skills. Put one rank in each important skill for a
bonus of 3 pounds, and then focus on one or two important ones. Linguistics (Int): Cast languages. Ride (Dex): It's important if you're planning to drive to Eidolon. Spellcraft (Int): Great for identifying spells and magical items, but Summoners tend to have bad intelligence. Use a magic device (Cha): With high charisma and very few built-in combat options. UMD has many great ways
to help with combat. Horse fighting feats: If you plan to ride your Eidolon, a horse war tree can be very effective. However, you will need to spend the feats to gain access to Lance, and without bonus feats it will take some time for you to reach Spirited Charge. Spell Focus: Very few Invocation spells require saving throws. Increase Invocation: This works for Summoner's Monster
Caller ability, so you can get a ton of value from it. Unfortunately, this does not affect Eidolon. Weapon light crossbow: If you don't have a good spell to throw in this particular rough, a light crossbow is a solid choice. A deadly target can add some good damage and you don't need strength like you do with the bow. Lance: You need to mount builds fees, but you need t ospend feat
or take a drop class for skill. Armor Celestial Armor (22,400 gp): If you don't have heavy armor and a modifier of No More Than 5 Pounds, Celestial Armor is the best armor in the game, if all you need from your armor is ac. For more information, check out my practical guide to celestial armor. Leather: Starting armor. Mitral Buckler: No ACP, no spell failure, and cheap charm. Every
secret charmer should have one. Chain Shirt: Your permanent armor. Magic Items Armor/Celestial Shields Armor (22,400 gp): If you don't have heavy armor and Dexterity modifier no more than 5 pounds, Celestial Armor is the best armor in the game, if all you need from your armor is ac. For more information, check out my practical guide to celestial armor. It's hard to recommend
specific employees without knowing your individual nature, so instead I want to make a general endorsement of the concept of magic headquarters in Pathfinder. If you're a 3.5 native, go read The Pathfinder Rules for employees because they've improved significantly. Staff are a reliable, rechargeable source of additional spell that can It is easy and reliable for charmers to access
spells from a list of spells that they may not want to learn, or which they would like to use so often that they cannot prepare a spell enough times in a given day. On days when you are not adventurous (travel, leisure, etc.), you can easily top up any staff, even if you can only throw one of the spells that the staff contains. Contains. pathfinder srd unchained summoner. pathfinder srd
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